2018 Trainer’s Challenge Horse Application

Rescue organization Name: ____________________________________________________
Contact Person: ______________________________________________________________
Phone/email : _______________________________________________________________

HORSE INFORMATION: PLEASE COMPLETE ALL INFORMATION
Horse’s Name: ______________________________________
Breed: _____________________________________________
Age: _______

Gelding

Mare

Height: ____________________ Weight: _________________

How long been in rescue: ________________________________________

What are plans for this horse to complement the progress the trainer made if the horse is not adopted? Will you
guarantee that the horse will continue to be worked with to reinforce skills and level it reached during the period
of training to help with their adoption? Will it be sent to another trainer to continue its learning?

Please provide details about the horse, how it came into rescue, vices etc (be as detailed as possible so the trainer
has a background to assist with training program)

By applying for this challenge and accepted as a Rally for the Rescues horse participant, we agree to the following
by initialing by each statement:
_________

We confirm that the above referenced horse can be caught and is halter broke with no other
handling or training and does not have any dangerous behavior related to mental or physical
abuse.

_________

We guarantee that prior to trainer picking up the above referenced horse, it will be current on
all vaccinations, negative Coggins, current on trimming and dental. Will be willing to provide
proof of all vet, farrier and dental records if asked.

_________

We understand that the trainer matched with the horse, will apply and be an approved foster
and subject to training/housing facility check prior to pick up of the horse.

_________

We understand that as partnership with Rally organizers and to ultimately meet the mission
of the Trainer’s Challenge, we will promote and share our horses progress to help garner
interest, support and a potential adoptive home.

__________

We understand we are to stay in communication as needed with the trainer in respects to the
horse and will reimburse the trainer up to $200/30 days for daily care (feed, hay, farrier) as
well as all vetting needs if needed. Reimbursement will be kept current as to not put the
trainer in any hardship for their foster training horses care.

PLEASE SEND A COUPLE OF PICTURES TO rallyfortherescuestn@yahoo.com to complete your application.

_____________________________________________________
Signature

Date

_____________________________________________________
Title

